


I'm very grateful to BFU for

giving this chance to study

together with so many

Interesting people. At university

students can get everything –

good education, new friends.

Moreover for

International students the

university will be a link to China

and help to students open this

incredible country.

See you, BFU!

Name:

Anna（安娜）

Country： Russian Federation
School：Landscape architecture
Major：Landscape architect
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof. Li Xiong
Tell: 13260101147
E-mail: anna.somova@study.cn
WeChat： Anniiee__
WhatsApp: not use
Work after graduation:
Work in Russia in field of urban planning



A journey of millions of miles start with one step, that’s how the journey of pursuing my education in

China started. A home far from home, with time I realized that despite being far from my family, I had

closer people around me who helped me to settle down and have the feeling of being home.

To the International College, you have been exceptional and professional in your work. You created an

environment for each one of us to thrive and have good experience of China and its culture. During the

pandemic, you prioritized the safety of students by providing the essential services and some necessities

like protective materials. You organized different activities to support students appreciate the Chinese

society and at the same time have an opportunity to learn. The most memorable moment for me is the

time you provided an opportunity to students to attend the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics opening and

closing ceremonies as spectators. Being part of the group not just once but three times, I personally hold

that moment deep inside my heart and I will always cherish that.

Graduation not only can bring up feelings of excitement, pride, and anticipation, but also those of loss,

discouragement, and fear. Parting ways with close friends that we might never see again is a sad thing

that is hard to accept. As we continue in this journey of life, we carry the asset of excellence with us to

change the world.

See you, BFU!

Name:
Rodgers Kambahaya
Kayima（卡伊玛）

Country：Malawi
School：School of economics and management
Major ： Agricultural and forestry economic
management
Degree：Bachelor
Supervisor：Ass. Prof. Yanchang Yuan
Tell：+86 131 2687 3653
E-mail：
rodgers31@bjfu.edu.cn/rodgersigit@gmail.com
WeChat：HGA116316
WhatsApp: +86 131 2687 3653
Work after graduation: Beijing ....
LinkedIn: Rodgers Kayima



Name:
SALEEM UDDIN
（乌丁）

Country：PAKISTAN
School ： School of Biological Sciences and
Technology
Major：Forest Tree Genetics & Breeding
Degree：Ph.D.
Supervisor：Prof. Dr. Li Yun
Tell：15501227099
E-mail：saleemkhan86@hotmail.com
WeChat：sallu4m
WhatsApp: 15501227099
Work after graduation: Beijing ....

I am Saleem Uddin from Pakistan. I obtained my

Ph.D. degree in Forest Tree Genetics &
Breeding under the Chinese Government
Scholarship (College of Biological Sciences &
Technologies, Beijing Forestry University China).
My Ph.D. project focused on molecular studies of
adventitious root formation. Previously I am
holding an M.Sc. (Hons.) and B.Sc. (Hons.) degrees
in Plant Breeding & Genetics from The University
of PMAS-Arid Agriculture, Rawalpindi, Pakistan. My
specific field of interest is plant molecular biology.
Additionally, from 2018 to 2022, I have worked as a
Youth ambassador in the Chinese communist party
Youth wing to promote different sectors, such as
actively involved in promoting the Beijing Winter
Olympics 2022.

I offer my heartiest thanks from the deepest core

of my heart to “The Chinese Government” and
“China Scholarship Council,” who created the
opportunity for me to come over here and
supported my stay, study, and research here to
explore my talent and sharpen my skills to become
a more fruitful researcher. I also offer gratitude to
the kind and caring administration of “ Beijing
Forestry University ” and “ The international
student office ” for providing me learning
environment and a well-equipped platform to
explore my abilities. Finally, I would love to express
my deep love for “Chinese people” for their
welcoming and supportive attitude.
Last but not least, I feel highly privileged to express
my heartiest gratitude to my worthy supervisor
Prof. Dr. Li Yun, for his keen personal interest,
dynamic supervision, immense cooperation,
valuable suggestions, unfailing patience, and
thought-provoking discussion during the study.

See you, BFU!

mailto:saleemkhan86@hotmail.com


Everyone has his or her own special decision in his or her life, and it changes people’s lives sometimes. For me, “To live in

China or not, that was my question.” I decided to go to China to study my master degree, and I never knew that it would

change my life.

The first time I was in China, I could not understand Chinese, and I missed my family so much. I had a hard time getting used

to a new life in a different country, but I learned how to be independent, how to be responsible, and how to persevere. For

example, I found that I could do many things without my parents, and I could make my own decisions in life. It helped me a

lot to be independent even though it was very hard at first. I not only learned about independence, but also discovered my

dream in China. Since I set goals for my life and I had a dream, I worked hard to earn good grades.

The most unforgettable thing in China is the memory with friends. We helped each other and discussed our work. We were

very different in cultures, traditions, and interests, but we became good friends and still keep in touch. I heard that Chinese

people were very devoted before I went to China, and my friends proved that it was true.

Few weeks now before graduation, no word can be enough to express my happiness, it’s definitely the most important day in

anybody’s life. I waited for this amazing day for years to reach my dream and get my master degree in China. For most people,

graduation is a memorable day. It is hard for me to forget it even after a hundred years. I’m waiting for this graduation day; I

will smile the whole day knowing that I had made my family proud of me. I still remember my first day coming to the

university, nervous on how I’m gonna pass Chinese exams or knowing the language but after all these years, here I’m now,

few weeks before graduation, I want to write more and express my feeling more but no matter what I write or say will never

be enough to express my gratitude and my love to this country.

See you, BFU!

Name:
Kenza kabboul
（肯泽）

Country：Morocco
School：School of Economics and Management
Major：Business Management
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof.Li Xiao Yong
Tell：15901232418
E-mail：kenzakabboul@gmail.com
WeChat：k-kenza
Work after graduation: l love China and nothing
would be better than working in this amazing
country I hope I can get a chance to work here
and employ all what I learned in my unv in real
practice.



“2022年六月迎来了属于我们的毕业

季，因为疫情原因在校的研究生学习生活

虽然短暂，但足以让我对北林的人与物产

生牵挂。毕业之际，虽心有遗憾但在留学

期间亦感恩相遇，祝福各位同窗奏响生命

的赞歌,精彩无限!”

See you, BFU!

Name:

You Lety

（陈丽竹）

Country：Cambodian
School：School of Landscape Architecture
Major：Landscape architecture
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof. Zhu JianNing）
Tell：+85586404051
E-mail：youlety2019@gmail.com
WeChat：bambooylt
WhatsApp: N/A

mailto:941897093@gmail.com


I am feeling great and honored to graduate from the BJFU one of the highly prestigious University in Forestry education in

China. The last three years have been challenging, but now we are here to celebrate our achievements, victories, and the

journey we have all taken to our future destinations. China’s diverse cultural norms and values, nurturing care and

hospitality and the fact that Nepal and China being the neighboring countries share such historical, cultural and natural

similarities that I did not feel detached from my homeland during my stay. Upon evaluating all these positive aspects, I

concluded that studying at BJFU was the best choice that I would have made in my academic career.

During my Masters Study in Beijing Forestry University, I learned the technical Remote sensing and GIS technologies. I

learned about the Chinese culture and learned Chinese language. I used to participate in every extra curriculum activities

and games conducted in university. I happily spent my time studying along with my Chinese friends. I loved this beautiful

country and fell in love with the beauty. I have fairly learned Chinese language while studying masters in Beijing. After the

completion of a course in China, I plan to continue my professional career soon in research and study on Natural Resource

management. I am confident that my education and experience has provided me with valuable insights into the technical

and social aspects needed in this field.

Last but not the least, I want to sincere gratitude to my supervisor, Jinghui Meng, PhD, for constantly guiding and

supporting me throughout my academic journey. I'd also like to thank the faculty members and all Professors for their help

in mastering valuable skills and knowledge.

I'm also grateful our Chinese language instructor, for constantly encouraging us to develop our Chinese language abilities

and for being so pleasant to us. ISC has been a tremendous help and support to me. I'd also like to express my gratitude to

CSC for funding the scholarship and allowing me to study in China. I am really thankful to my friends and families in China

and in my home country. I am grateful to my Chinese and international friends for their never-ending love and support. I

wish them the best of luck and a brighter future.

Name:

Jharna Sharma

(贾纳)

Country: Nepal
School: School of Forestry
Major: Forestry (Professional Degree)
Degree: Master
Supervisor: Jinghui Meng, PhD
Tell: +977 9846107320
E-mail: dahaljhari20@gmail.com
WeChat: jharna-123456
Work after graduation: Research Academic
Studies



I felt really bittersweet. It was great to be done with this chapter in my life, it was great to be done with graduation

degree, it was great to be able to move on to the next part of my life but it was also difficult to let go of the life I had so

gotten used to, I liked being a big fish in a small pond and now again it meant being a small fish in a large pond. I was

going to have to start all over, I would be the newbie in my work setting I wouldn’t really know anyone, no one would

really know me I would be awkward.

I mean I really do miss Beijing Forestry University from time to time but I am also really glad that I finished because. So, I

don’t know, perhaps it is different for everybody when they finish school but it was like a mix of emotions. I had so

gotten used to waking up and going to Lab, seeing my friends and preparing myself for graduation and now that I have to

prepare myself for real life and a job and other responsibilities it is difficult.

My heartfelt gratitude goes to the professors and staff of the Forestry College, School, and International Student Office

for their guidance and support throughout our three-year studies at BFU.

I'd like to express my heartfelt gratitude to my hardworking Supervisor Professor Dr Xiao Huijie for his constant advice,

suggestions, encouragement, and guidance during my time at Beijing Forestry University.

Congratulations to all of us once again, and I wish us the best of luck in our future endeavors. Let us be good

ambassadors for Beijing Forestry University wherever we go. Furthermore, it is an honor for me to serve as a research

student for such a wonderful country. I will make every attempt to advance my profession by employing Beijing Forestry

University China's great services.

See you, BFU!

Name:
Sanaullah Magsi
（萨纳）

Country：Pakistan
School：Forestry Ecological Engineering
Major：School of Soil and Water Conservation
Degree：Master
Supervisor：Professor Dr. Xiao Huijie
Tell：00923412301549
E-mail：sanabalouch72@hotmail.com
WeChat：sanaullahmagsi112
WhatsApp: 00923412301549
Work after graduation: Further PhD



I am very happy to complete my PhD

degree on time from Beijing Forestry

University. It may not be possible without

the help of my supervisors. I learned a lot

from my lab mates and colleague during

this journey. I want to say thanks to my

supervisor Prof. Pan Huan Xue, other

teachers who teach me Chinese language

HSK4, and the international office of BFU.

Thank you BFU.

See you, BFU!

Country：Pakistan

School：School of Economics and Management

Major：Agricultural Economy and Management

Degree：Ph.D.

Supervisor：Prof. Pan Huan Xue

Tell：00923336009268

E-mail：shoab.bjfu@gmail.com

WeChat：ghaziabbas2461

WhatsApp: 00923336009268

Work after graduation: Beijing ....

Name:

Muhammad Shoaib Aslam

（艾博）

mailto:shoab.bjfu@gmail.com


I remember very well when I arrived in China, I was eager to get to know my university more closely, and when I

entered it, it was and still is beautiful in all dimensions. Beijing Forestry University offered to open support for me to

complete my dreams with a solid degree I got from the strongest university in China belongs to the Department of

Landscape Architecture Yes, it has been three years and I have been away from my family and environment, but

despite the past three years, I have not felt alienated from my country because There is love and interest from my

university, in terms of personal or educational level and also my Chinese or international friends I met in Beijing

forestry University until we became one family, it is not good to be away from many Chinese and international

friends because we have exchanged our culture, language, happiness, sadness and diverse attitude together over the

course of the past three years. Even if we live in different parts of the world, our true friendship will last forever and

graduation is known to be a unique experience that makes you feel excited, sad and everything in between.

Moreover, graduation is the day when all students reap the fruits that professors and teachers have grown for years.

These fruits can play a major role in changing the lives of individuals and societies. In general, I came today to raise

my hat and announce my graduation happily with my colleagues, professors and supervisors and thank you, and I

really do not have the words to describe my gratitude, appreciation and love for them, and at the end of my speech I

wish all friends and colleagues success in the future life, and today we close the page and open a new page with

lines of light, hopes and dreams We are still striving to achieve it.See you, BFU!

Name:
Ghada Abdulbaqi

Mohammed Abduldayem

Al-ssadah（嘉娜）

Country: Yemeni
School: Landscape Architecture
Major: Tourist planning and design for Darhawse
village based on the protection of cultural
landscape.
Degree: Master
Supervisor: Prof. Duan Wei
Tell: 15646514994
Email: Alsadaharchghada@gamil.com
Work after graduation: Continuation of the study
of PHD



I consider myself very lucky and blessed to see my journey moving towards completion at BJFU. Indeed, BJFU proved to be

a learning paradise for me. I might not be the outstanding student of our university, but I am lucky enough to be the part of

this outstanding university. I feel myself one of the luckiest people who got the opportunity and become part of Beijing

Forestry University as a PhD scholar under the Chinese Government Scholarship. It’s a real learning paradise for me. Since I

landed in China, I have experienced the best days of my life. As I got the chance to observe and get blend with the

multicultural people coming from all over the Globe. People from different countries in general and chines in specific are

very kind, polite and friendly. Our university environment is very good.

First, I would like to begin with my first experience here in China. It was 9th of September 2017 when I landed on Beijing

Airport. Everything there was completely new for me. I found myself in a totally different environment. And because of all

that newness I was a bit worried too. I was worried about so many things, but language was at the top of the list. But when

I arrived at the campus and meet with the staff of international student office and then my Chinese Language teachers, all

my worries vanished.

See you, BFU!

Name:
Tauheed Ullah Khan
（陶立德）

Country：Pakistan
School: School of Ecology and Nature
Conservation
Major：Wildlife and Nature Conservation
Degree：Ph.D.
Supervisor：Professor. Dr. Luan Xiafeng
Tell：18801141645
E-mail：eco.tauheed@hotmail.com
WeChat：18801141645; +923009068078
WhatsApp: +923009068078
Work after graduation: I am trying to find to a
research or academic related activities both in
China and Pakistan.



First of all， I would like to thanks my supervisor,

family and friends who stands beside me in this

journey.

Finally, my sincere appreciation also goes to

Beijing Forestry University (BFU). It has been my

second home, and it is really hard to talk about

journey of three and half years of memories in

short time. It is surely the best period in the life of

anyone. The golden era and best time span where

a lot of memories are built and experience are

gained.

Dear BFU, I wish I wouldn’t say “goodbye to

you”, but sometimes when time comes, we have

to hold our heads up high not cry and say

“goodbye”. Thank you BFU for making my life

happy. I’m very glad to have the opportunity to

study here in BFU.

See you, BFU!

Name:
Shahzad Ahmad
（沙德）

Country: Pakistan

Major: Forestry Economics and Management

Supervisor: Professor Zhang Caihong

Degree: PhD

Work after graduating: Teaching and research



I feel myself very lucky because I am one of those

students who will graduate this year and it’s really a

great achievement for me to have a Ph.D. degree from a

well reputed university (BFU) of China and world. I have

an excellent opportunity to share the knowledge in

forestry with other researchers from various universities

in China (UCAS, BNU, CAU, and NFU) and Russia (Ural

State Forest Engineering University, Faculty of Forestry,

Yekaterinburg, Russia). I have been an energetic, active

person in both studies and extra activities. I am a good

player of badminton, and also I am selected officially as a

member of the ISA sports department of BFU. I have

always obeyed laws and regulations. The most beautiful

and prominent thing in my personality is friendly to

behave. I am courteous and polite. Continuously Pursue

excellence as a researcher. On the way of this research, I

learned to pass the Ph.D. degree and learn to behave

more moral principles, ethics, patient, and learning to

accept others. The above statement summarized my

doctoral period in BFU. I am very thankful to my

supervisor, Beijing Government Belt and Road

Scholarship and BFU, for providing me learning

opportunities.

See you, BFU!

Name:
Shoaib Ahmad Anees
（索艾柏）

Country：Pakistan
School：College of Forestry
Major ： Forestry Equipment and Information
Technology
Degree：Ph.D.
Supervisor：Prof. Dr. Xiaoli Zhang
Tell：18801468280
E-mail：anees.shoaib@gmail.com
WeChat：00923465283767
WhatsApp: 00923465283767
Work after graduation: I want to work in Beijing,
China



Today, I wanted to reflect on some of my emotions about graduation. The first emotion I feel is sadness. Going to school

in such an exciting environment gives you the potential to build an exciting and enriching life. I'm sad to leave behind

all the good things I built at Beijing Forestry University. I love living in Beijing, and I'll be sad to no longer walk through

my favorite neighborhood every day. I'll also be sad not to be studying with the incredible professors Dr. Zhang Kebin

and Dr. Wang Yanhui, who made my time at Beijing Forestry University and the Chinese Academy of Forestry. I also feel

like graduation is a bit anti-climactic this year. With the COVID-19 pandemic, graduation is going to feel very different

this year. It feels weird that finishing the last class of my Ph.D. degree will entail logging off a Zoom meeting and that I

won't be able to hug my friends or walk home from campus one last time. I'm trying to focus on all the positive things

that I can, though, like my entire family watched my graduation over Zoom and could successfully get through such a

challenging year.

Finally, graduating feels exhilarating. Even though I'm sad to leave all the decent memories I created during my Ph.D., I

know I'll carry these things into the next chapter of my life. In Beijing, I gained so much confidence and knowledge, and

I made friends with whom I know I'll keep in touch no matter where I go. I also wanted to let you know that this is my

final assignment with Beijing Forestry University! But I am still hopeful that I will be able to continue my Postdoc in

China, particularly at Beijing Forestry University. I've enjoyed my four years of writing for this blog because it has

provided me with an outlet to express my emotions and reflect on my life.

See you, BFU!

Name:
Mujibur Rahman
（牧吉）

Country: Pakistan

School: School of Soil and Water Conservation

Major: Soil and Water Conservation and Desertification

Control

Degree: PhD

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Zhang Kebin

Cell: +923028345880

E-mail: mujib@aup.edu.pk



See you,
BFU!

Name:

Azfar Hussain

（兹法）

Country：Pakistan
School：School of Soil and Water Conservation
Major ： Soil and Water Conservation and
Desertification Control
Degree：Master
Supervisor：Prof. Jinxing Zhou
Tell：+92-312-5599664
E-mail：azfarhussayn@gmail.com
WeChat：azfarhussayn
WhatsApp: +92-312-5599664
Work after graduation: Ministry of Climate
Change Pakistan.
Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-azfar-hussain-b5
97184b/



I am Ghazala Begum from Pakistan. I am very

happy and pretty excited that I have successfully

completed my Ph.D. under the supervision of

Prof. Jun-Qin Gao and Prof. Fei-Hai Yu at the

school of Ecology and Nature Conservation. I am

very thankful to both my supervisors for their

guidance, care and support. I also appreciate the

moral support of the staff of BFU. I would like to

express my sincere appreciation to CSC (Chinese

Government Scholarship) for providing me with a

fully-funded scholarship that has made it possible

to pursue my Ph.D. which is a very important

milestone in my life. Last but not the least, I

cannot forget to appreciate the moral support

and wonderful efforts of my husband Dr. KHAN,

Kishwar throughout this journey of my life.

Congratulations to all graduates of 2022.

See you, BFU!

Name:
Ghazala Begum
（佳拉）

Country: Pakistan
School： Ecology and Nature Conservation
Major： Wetland Ecology
Education： Ph.D.
Supervisor： Prof. Jun-Qin Gao and Prof. Fei-Hai
Yu
Cell：13146138600
Email address ： ghazala.botany@gmail.com,
ghazala.botany@outlook.com
WeChat：ghazala_khan
WhatsApp: +92 300-9578149
Work after graduation: Teaching and research



I am glad; I had the chance to study in Beijing

Forestry University. I think our life in the campus

was very comfortable and interesting. Everyone at

the campus was very helpful to support foreign

students in our studies and daily life. My

supervisor Prof Zhang and my close friends were

very helpful as well helping me during those three

years at BFU. It was a nice memorable experience

for me. I would like to express my gratitude to all

of you. And also thank you the Chinese

Government Scholarship which gave us a very

nice opportunity to study at BFU for my PhD

degree.

I feel very happy to graduate from Beijing

Forestry University, which is very proud of me.

See you, BFU!

Name:
KOUASSI CHRISTIAN
JONATHAN
（诺玛 ）

Country：Côte d’Ivoire
School：School of Soil and Water Conservation
Major：Soil and Water Conservation
Degree：PhD
Supervisor：Prof. Zhang Kebin
Tell：13120163577
E-mail：jkouassi83yahoo.com
WeChat：wxid_u7rr0hgv9cj022
Work after graduation: I am open to all work
opportunities related to my field of study
regardless of location.



I would like to express my gratitude to my thesis

supervisor Mr. Ma Bao Jian. I thank him for having

supervised, guided, helped and advised me.

I address my sincere thanks to the international

student’s office, professors, and all peoples who by

their words, their writings, their advice and their

criticisms have guided my reflections and agreed to

answer my questions during my research.

I thank my dearest parents, who have always been

there for me.

I thank my friends. Their unconditional support and

encouragement were a great help.

Finally, I thank CSC for giving me the opportunity to live

this unforgettable experience full of beautiful stories.

Beijing Forestry University, I love you!

See you, BFU!

Name:

BABADY DIAKITE

（拜迪）

Country: GUINEA

School：School of Landscape Architecture

Major：Tourism Management

Degree：Master

Supervisor：Pro.Ma BaoJian

Tell：00224620410498

E-mail：diakiteabdoul1444@gmail.com

WeChat：bambydiallo

WhatsApp: 00224620410498

Work after graduation: Apply for PHD



First and foremost, I would like to express my sincere

gratitude and deep appreciation to my supervisor “Prof.

Chen kai”, a professor of the School of Economics and

Management at Beijing Forestry University (BFU), for his

patience, invaluable comments and suggestions,

constructive criticism and great efforts for each and

every parts of this research. I also would like to thanks to

all respected Professors, teachers, staff members, and

friends who always facilitate for completing my degree at

BFU. Without their facilitations, my studying would not

have been successful. Moreover, my heartfelt thanks to

the Experience BFU Scholarship for supporting me with a

scholarship to pursue a master, also many thanks the

BFU-International Office which has helped look after us

the international students for four years period of

studying at BFU from the beginning till graduation.

我一年生活在北京林业大学，我的名字住在北京林业大

学 4 年。从我刚来北京到现在是一个美好的回忆，这四

年的一段时间过得很快，没想到今天我得说一句不想说

的话再见中国，再见北京林业大学，再见老师们，再见

同学们，再见朋友们！！！

See you, BFU!

Name:
XONGYAG ZAWA
（勋阳）

Country：Laos
School: School of Economic and management
Major：Enterprise Management
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof. Chenkai
Tell：(+856) 20 91119116
E-mail：yajnco@gmail.com
WeChat：mouamong
WhatsApp: (+856) 20 92459347
Work after graduation: Lao Holding State
Enterprise, Vientiane Capital, Lao PDR



I am so grateful of this opportunity to

come to China and study in such great

university and I am thankful to BFU ISC

who helped me to accomplish my goal. I

am also thankful to my Professor Dr.

CHENG YIBEN and our last 马景行

because without them I could not finish

my project. I want to thank my parents,

brothers, and sisters for their

encouragement and all my friends. Thank

you BFU and CSC to give me this

opportunity to accomplish my dream.

See you, BFU!

Name:
TAANLOUMI SAID
BACAR
（陶乐）

Country：COMOROS
School：School of Soil and Water Conservation
Major ： Soil and Water Conservation and
Desertification Control
Degree：master
Supervisor：Pro. CHENG YI BEN
Tell：17601643036
E-mail：taanloumi18@gmail.com
WeChat：taanloumi
WhatsApp: 17601643036
Work after graduation: Beijing ....



I am Rashid from India, a Master’s degree holder in Ecology and Nature Conservation from Beijing Forestry

University. My research focuses on different aspects of endangered species conservation, my research work

is mainly based on conservation of snow leopard (Panthera uncia) and I am a member of “Snow Leopard

Network”. During my master’s degree I worked on effect of various “Environmental factors” on the

distribution of snow leopard by using MaxEnt and Geneious in Yanchiwan National Nature Reserve, Gansu,

China. I also took various genetic approach towards the conservation of snow leopard, which mainly covers

a specific group of gene called as Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC). In addition to snow leopard,

lichens of Yanchiwan National Nature Reserve are also a topic of my interest.

Prior to starting my masters, I was working on the topic of Ethnobiology and my research area covered

different states of India such as Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, etc. and also some African countries like Tanzania,

Comoros, and Zambia etc.

I also wrote related research articles some of which already got published and on some still I am working. I

wish to continue my research on MHC during my Ph.D. degree. I am a BFUer now and I am very thankful to

BFU.

During holidays I love to go out for photography, especially for Wildlife photography, and writing magazine

& newspaper articles and reading books are also my hobbies.

See you, BFU!

Name：
Rashid Rasool

Rabbani Ismaili
（拉苏）

Country：India
School ： School of Ecology and Nature
Conservation
Major：Protection and utilization of wild animals
and plants
Degree：Master
Supervisor：Prof. Shi Kun
Tell：+86-15510530317
E-mail：rashidrri1998@bjfu.edu.cn;

rashid.rri1998@gmail.com
WeChat：rabbanibfu
WhatsApp: +86-15510530317
Work after graduation: I will continue my
academic career to get doctoral degree (Ph.D.)



See you, BFU!

Name:
Emmanuel K. Weah
II
（威尔）

Country：Liberia
School：School of Soil and Water Conservation
Major ： Soil and Water Conservation and
Desertification Control
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof.Zhang San
Tell：123456789
E-mail：emmanuelkweah18@gmail.com
WeChat：12345678
WhatsApp: +231886109256
Work after graduation: Liberia



“Firstly , I would like to thank BFU for

giving me the opportunity to study here,

and I will use the knowledge I have gained

at BFU for my work to the fullest, and

finally I would like to say that I love China

very much. Thank you.

See you, BFU!”

Name:
Bounmy Chanchampa
（陈凯）

Country：Laos
School：School of Economics and Management
Major：Forestry economy and management
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof. Jian Yu
Tell：+8562028982696
E-mail：mee_first1@hotmail.com
WeChat：Armee659
WhatsApp: +8562028982696
Work after graduation: self-business



I’m very happy to have reached this far, I’m grateful for

the Republic of China and BFU opportunity to study In

China and to get to meet new people and learn so much

from them. I wish you all the best in life. Stay safe

See you, BFU!

Country：Malawi
School ： School of Economics and
Management
Major ： Forest Economics and
Management
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof. Zhang Yang
Tell：+8615811098774
E-mail：chitsanzomedi40@gmail.com
WeChat：Tsanzo15
WhatsApp: +265888446419
Work after graduation: Beijing. I wish to
work in the department of forestry in
Malawi

Name:

Chitsanzo Medi

（梅迪）

“I’m very happy to have reached this far, I’m

grateful for the Republic of China and BFU

opportunity to study In China and to get to meet

new people and learn so much from them. I wish

you all the best in life. Stay safe.

See you BFU!”



Time is passing fast, I am traveling,…

I dedicate my graduation;

To whom I hope to please him always, to my honor and pride, to whom waited in patience for the fruits of his

cultivation (My dear father).

To that voice when I hear it reassures, my heart, my calms, my soul,… To the one who poured her tears for days and

nights to see the smile drawn on our faces,… To the one who vowed her life for us so that she forgot herself,… To

the one who touched my steps with her consent,… To the light of my eyes and the light My life (my loving mother).

To me whose blood is in my veins,…To whom, I owe so much and who leaned on them like mighty mountains (my

precious brothers).

To all the friends with whom I have good days, to those whom I love to live with (my friends and loved ones).

Three year of its good moments, bad attitudes, strong hardworking, large tired, cute friends, BFU will continue in long

memory and with heart movements.

The world is learning from China, fighting to be international student in China.

Finally, I will say that we have reached here. if I err, it is from myself.

Graduated "Qahtan Al-Shami".

See you, BFU!

Name:
QAHTAN MUGAED GHALEB ALSHAMI
（恰坦）

Country：Yemen
School：School of soil and water conservation
Major：Soil and water conservation and desertification control
Degree：master
Supervisor：Associate Professor. JIANKUN HUANG
Tell：+8615811164134
E-mail：qahtan@bjfu.edu.cn
WeChat：QAHTANMUGAHED
WhatsApp: https://wa.me/+8615811164134
Work after graduation: Amran University



I have been there in BFU for one

year physically and two years

virtually. The study environment

of BFU was very good. Teachers

were very cooperative. Overall,

from classroom to library very

thing was very appreciable.

Moreover, the food of Beijing

was very delicious. I enjoyed

visiting different places in

Beijing. Great wall tour was very

memorable. Now it’s time to say

goodbye to BFU.

See you, BFU!

Name:
MUHAMMAD ALI

（阿里）

Country：Pakistan
School：School of soil and water conservation
Major ： Soil and water conservation and
desertification control
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof. Wang Bin
Tell ： China sim,18519383409, Pakistan sim,
+923400646608
E-mail：malijutt776@yahoo.com
WeChat：Alijutt08
WhatsApp: +923400646608
Work after graduation: I am working in Pakistan
in Tara Crop Sciences.



See you, BFU!

Name:
德巴什库马尔戈什

(Devashish Kumar
Ghosh）

Country：Bangladesh
School：School of economics and management
Major：Forestry economy and management
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof. Hui Wang
Tell：+8801794503767
E-mail：devashish_ku@yahoo.com
WeChat：devashishghosh
WhatsApp: 01794503767
Work after graduation: Bangladesh

“Missed the fantastic learning

environment of BFU!

See you, BFU!”



基本信息：

Country: Bangladesh
College: School of Forestry
Major: Forestry
Degree: Master
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Hesong Wang
Contact: +8801646419529
E-mail: ayesha.ayaan2020@gmail.com
WeChat: AyeshaAkter13
Whatsapp: +8801646419529
Work after graduation: Academic Studies

feelings about graduation：
Congratulations 2022 graduates!
We have done it, all the hard works finally paid off and we are all
ready to take the next big step in life. I am honoured to reflect on our collective journey in this school. The

past three years certainly been tough, but now we are here to celebrate our
achievements, our victories and the journey on which we have all embarked
toward our future destinations.

First, I would like to extend my deepest gratitude to my supervisor Professor
Dr. Hesong Wang for his constantly guiding me and support me in my
academic journey. I also express my gratitude to the faculty members and
all Professors for their kind help in mastering valuable skills and knowledge.
I am also very grateful to our Chinese language teacher Huang Yue for
continuously supporting us in our Chinese language skill and being very kind
to us. I am grateful to ISC for all the help and support. I would also like to
thank CSC for funding the scholarship and given me the opportunity to
study in China. I am very grateful to my parents, my husband and son for
their prayers, caring and mental support. I am grateful to my Chinese and

international friends for their very invaluable support and love. I wish them success and better life.
I am glad that I have earned degree from BFU, China. China is a beautiful country. During my master degree,
I mesmerized by Chinese culture. Chinese music and Chinese food. I wish I could visit China again.
It’s time to say good bye, and every bye have new beginning…

Name:
Ayesha Akter
（艾莎）

mailto:941897093@gmail.com


My feelings on graduation are beyond

words. Right from the day first, the staff

and teachers of Beijing Forestry

University has been truly wonderful. I

learned a great deal during the years of

study. I also want say special thanks to

my supervisor Professor Liu Xiaodong,

Chinese teacher Miss Yue, very dear

Chinese friend Yi wen and international

school staff for being exceptionally

helpful to me, enabling me to reach at

this milestone.

See you, BFU!

Name:

Farah Zaib

（法兰）

Country：Pakistan
School：College of Forestry
Major：Ecology and Nature
Degree：Master
Supervisor：Prof. Liu Xiaodong
Tell：00923363893424
E-mail：farahzaib52@gmail.com
WeChat：13012830362
WhatsApp: 00923363893424
Work after graduation: I will be a teacher in
some college.

 

 

 



I am very happy to complete my

master's degree on time from

Beijing Forestry University. It

may not be possible without the

help of my supervisors. I learned

a lot from my lab mates and

colleague during this journey. I

want to say thanks to my

supervisor Prof. Xiaodong Ji and

Dr. Xinmiao Meng, professors,

and the International College.

Thank you BFU.

See you, BFU!

Name:
MOHAMMED YAHYA
ALI GABBAR WAHAN
（亚哈）

Country：Yemen
School：Soil and Water Conservation
Major：Civil Engineering is included in Forestry
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof. Xiaodong Ji & Dr. Xinmiao Meng
Tell：18811725790 - 00967773696637
E-mail：wahan.2020k@gmail.com
WeChat：18811725790
WhatsApp: 18811725790



I am on the seventh heaven on this ecstatic event of my graduation. I have paucity of words to share my deep

feelings about such a wonderful time which I have spent over there. My three years stay at Beijing Forestry

University, China has inculcated in me a plethora of professional skills. The skills which are needed to excel in every

walk of life. The graduation from BFU has provided me a bunch of avenues regarding job opportunities not only in my

country but also worldwide. On this occasion, I pay intense salutations to my worthy supervisor Prof. Jianzhi Niu (牛

健植) whose support enabled me to go through this tedious journey. The journey which has seen a myriad of ups and

downs due to prevalence of Covid19 pandemic. In such difficult times of lockdowns and travel restrictions, BFU

always supported me to fulfill all the requirements for the completion of my master’s degree in Soil and Water

Conservation.

I am also thankful to International Students College (ISC, BFU) for arranging tours to Great Wall of China and

conducting sports competitions for the students’ well-being. In a nutshell, I learned and groomed a lot during my stay

at BFU, China. I am proud of being an alumnus of Beijing Forestry University, China.

Cheers,

Muhammad Haris (哈里斯)

See you, BFU!

Name:
Muhammad Haris
（哈里斯）

Country：Pakistan
School：Soil and Water Conservation
Major ： Soil and water conservation and
desertification control
Degree：Master
Supervisor：Prof. Jianzhi Niu
Tell：+92300-0873633
E-mail：harisagrarian@gmail.com
WeChat：muhammadharis987
WhatsApp: +92300-0873633
Work after graduation: Article Writing for
National Newspapers and Magazines



This journey was full of joy, happiness as well as

challenges, especially due to COVID-19 we have to

complete most of the part of our degree by virtual

means of communication. But during the whole process

the collaboration of International Student office make

this way much easier than our expectations. I spent

about five months in Beijing at the start of my degree.

Those were the most memorable days in my life due to

love, care and cooperation of Chinese colleagues. Lab

colleagues were so cooperative, teachers were so kind

and other staff were very friendly, due to all these things

this was the best time of my life which I ever spent.

Thanks to BFU

Thanks to CSC

Thanks to China

See you, BFU!

Name:

Muhammad Sohail

Anwar（索哈伊）

Country：Pakistan
School：School of soil and water conservation
Major ： Soil and water conservation and
desertification control
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof. Tonggang Zha
Tell：+92 300 8494345
E-mail：sohailagrarian@gmail.com
WeChat：sohailagrarian
WhatsApp: +92 300 8494345
Work after graduation: Beijing ....



When you respect the idea that

you are sharing the Earth with

other humans, and when you

lead with your nice foot forward,

you’ll win, every time. It might

not be today, it might not be

tomorrow, but it comes back to

you when you need it. I will

continue PhD after my

graduation.

See you, BFU!

Name:

Nabi Bux

（布克思）

Country：Pakistan
School：School of soil and water conservation
Major：desertification combating
Degree：master
Supervisor：Prof. Xiaodong Ji
Tell：9230044177704



“See you,
BFU!”

School：Landscape Architecture
Supervisor：张晓佳

“Graduation day is always the biggest prize
for hard work and continuous effort. It also
represents a new starting point, which helps
us to remember that we were able to
overcome the past, and we will certainly
overcome what will come, and there will be
no difficulties, and we have a new goal that
we will strive to achieve.”

Name:
Amal Saleh Mohammed

Al-Hothaufi（莎莉）



I would also like to sincerely thank my university, Beijing Forestry University and express my deepest gratitude towards for

making my time there as a student very memorable. My lecturers have shown me nothing but respect and patience.

I would like to especially thank my supervisor, prof Zeng Hongli, for guiding me to attain this high level of knowledge. From her

I learned how to strive and be innovative, and to not give up. I will not forget her and I will continue to thank her.

I also owe my deepest gratitude to my parents and family, whose prayers were like a shadow that accompanied me throughout

my studies. I wish they would be able witness this day in person so that I can see the smiles and joy on their faces, and for us

to share these precious moments that fill joy in our hearts.

We have turned over a page of our lives - a page in which seriousness and diligence were always our companions. This is the

moment in which we bid farewell to study and fatigue. I have the utmost respect to the lecturers of Beijing Forestry University

for helping us carry our dreams and help to achieve them. The graduation day which we have been waiting for so long, has

finally arrived and we stand here today, boasting ourselves with different qualifications. We are with great confidence that we

will continue the journey of education, and graduation will not be the end of our pursuit of education.

I would also like to congratulate my fellow graduates whom we have gone down this road together. It was not easy but we

have finally made it!

Last but not least, I cannot forget the wonderful efforts of the International Student Office who provided us with several

opportunities to participate in trips such as visiting the Great Wall of China, the Summer Palace and by attending the opening

and closing ceremonies of the Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics. These are memories I will forever cherish.

See you, BFU!

Name:

Haitham Ashah (海

沙)

School: Beijing Forestry University
Major: Landscape Architecture
Supervisor: Professor Zeng Hongli
Educational status: Master’s Degree
Plan after graduation: Pursue PHD
Email Address: haithamashah76@gmail.com
WeChat ID: Haitham_Ashah
QQ: 1502858343@qq.com



About my feelings about
graduation so I think I am
lucky person that I am the
student of BFU. I like China
and Chinese people that’s
why this my wish to
complete my PhD from
same university. I try my
best that I do some good
work for China as well as
for my country.
See you BFU! ..I hope I will
be there very soon.

See you, BFU!

Name:

Arshad Ali

（阿沙德）

Country：PAKISTANI
School：landscape architecture
Major：Exploring Islamic gardens in Pakistan and
the impact of the Quran on these gardens.
Degree：master）
Supervisor：Prof.Zhao Jing
Tell：+923015777147
E-mail：arshad77@bjfu.edu.cn
WeChat：Arshad-BFU
Whatsapp:03015777147
Work after graduation: I apply for PhD in the
collage of environmental science and engineering
so BFU admitted me so this is my wish to
complete my PhD from my university.
（arshadsultani77@hotmail.com）



The journey in slowly coming to an end. After 3 years of

hard work, I am getting closer to graduate. Mixed

emotions are running through me. I feel worn out

because of the effort that I had to make in a consistent

way to be excellent in every step of my academic

journey, especially during the pandemic. I feel very

proud of myself for the reason that I overcame the

challenges and difficulties that I had to face through my

stay in China. This has made me more confident and

made me believe that I will achieve my goals in the

future. Lastly, I feel very grateful for this opportunity. It

made me learn a lot about the Chinese culture and the

way of living here. This will definitely be an experience to

remember.

Sincere thanks to my supervisor for her guidance, effort

and encouragement, as well as my deepest appreciation

to the international college for the assistance,

consideration and support.

I am thankful for everything, thank you BFU!

See you, BFU!

Name:

Nour Ben Ameur

（本努尔）

Country：Tunisia
School：School of landscape architecture
Major：Landscape architecture
Degree：Master degree
Supervisor：Prof. Hongli Zeng
Tell：18810272213
E-mail：nourlhouda.bnameur@gmail.com
WeChat：Noudameur
WhatsApp: +8618810272213
（If you have other contacts such as LinkedIn and
so on, please add here.）
LinkedIncontact:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nourbenameur/



I’m Chimwemwe C Mumba 陈乐心,

Zambian lady, I studied myMasters in

Landscape architecture at BFU. it’s been a

whole 3 years of different experiences ,

BFU has been a home that gave me

different friends and family, the big

and warming hearts of the Laoshi’s was

everything. Our outings visiting different

places in Beijing was really fun and

informative. Despite the covid that

altered our normal routine, I'm grateful

that I came this far, to my Laoshi , my

supervisor my friends and family.

See you, BFU!

Name:
Chimwemwe C Mumba

（陈乐心）



See you BFU! Soon, we have to part ways. On the way

back, however, I felt something I have never felt before.

It seemed like a fusion of feelings, different emotions

attacking all at once. The feeling grew when I got ready

for bed that night. I will miss my friends, my mentors,

and my school. Things will never be the same again, and

that part of my life is done and over. I looked back and

realized so much. I was hard those schooling days as it

happened. It was hard waking up early, I hated sorting

through my homework trying to finish them in one night.

I hated all the times I went through finals week and what

really happens during it, and all the instant ramen I had

to eat - I wished I had learned more college dorm meals

recipes. But even though I have been through one of the

most challenging times of my life, I realized that I will

miss all of that.

I will never get those days back again, and although the

thought is sad, I have my entire life facing me now. It is

now time to make my mark in the world.

See you, BFU!

Name:

Rasida

（伊娃）

Country：Turkmenistan
School：School of economics and management
Major：international trade
Degree：Bachelor
Supervisor：Prof. Yu Chang
Tell：17810614503
E-mail：evaasadullayeva@gmail.com
WeChat：eva-r05



Graduation is one of those wonderful days we all can't wait, and we're all working hard to

prepare. What to do and how to close a page and open a new page to enter a new stage of

education, whether in college or university, learn from life, face and merge with real life,

let's get started. Graduation day is always the greatest reward for hard work and constant

effort in education. It also represents a new starting point, it helps us remember that we

can conquer the past, we will certainly conquer the future, there is no difficulty, we have a

new goal, and we will strive to achieve it. This is my degree. The joy of the end of a phase, a

new challenge full of effort and fatigue that I will accept without fear and hesitation, and I

will strive to succeed in it so that I can celebrate my success again.

See you, BFU!

Name:
Angela Tan Yeng Xuan
（陈巧遴）

Country: Malaysia
School: School of landscape architecture
Major: Landscape Architecture
Degree: Undergraduate
Email Address: angelaxuann@outlook.com
Tell: +6014-6377796



See you BFU! After spending my 4 years in BFU, finally on my graduation day, I consider myself fortunate and blessed,

I’m sending my warmest greetings to the leaders of BFU, School of Economics and Management, BFU staff, ISC, and

China Scholarship Council for funding to support my study, health, and life in China. I'd like to thank you for your

concern and assistance over the years. I will never forget the values you instilled in me, particularly perseverance and

honesty. Words cannot express my gratitude. Today, I am a more capable and accomplished individual, but I will never

forget who stood by my side. To you, my gratitude, friends, families, and teachers all wish you the greatest happiness

and success, I close this cycle with a luggage full of friendships and much knowledge to build a better future, I think I

have never felt so happy as in this moment of realization, this graduation represents a lot of sweat, sleepless nights, and

other sacrifices, and sacrifices of my parents and family, that's why I deeply thank all of you who believed in me and my

abilities, I know that no one accomplishes without help, and I have no words to express how grateful I am to be forming

today. It is without a doubt one of the best days of my life, and I am overjoyed to have another goal accomplished.

Thank you very much, and congratulations to everyone who is leaving BFU today. BFU and my parents are reason for my

success. Concerning my future plans, with competition becoming increasingly fierce, I would be wise to consider any

opportunity with funds to complete my Master’s degree and find a better job. I am confident so after receiving my BFU

degree, I will be able to improve my innovative, intellectual, effective, and communicational skills, allowing me to

encapsulate materials. By applying academic knowledge in a practical situation, I will broaden my skills and abilities and

explore new topics through an outlet.

I love China, BFU, School of Economics and Management and all those who stood with me during all this time. Live

Long China.

See you, BFU!

Name:
ALBERTINA DIAS
NAMBEIA（贝蒂）

Country：GUINEA-BISSAU
School：School of economics and management
Major ： Agricultural and forestry economic
management
Degree：Bachelor
Supervisor：Prof. Yuan ChangYan
Tell：13236588353
E-mail：albertinanambeia@gmail .com
WeChat：Albertina1995
WhatsApp:13236588353



I graduated from the school of technology with a major in electrical engineering & automation. It is one of an extra

ordinary exciting period in my life that’s reflecting a lot of unforgettable memorable moments.

Graduation not only can bring up feelings of excitement, pride, and anticipation, but also start showing you the future

that you are looking for. today is special day, this day is telling me how far I have come. And for me it is just one step from

the glory and I will keep learning, I will keep trying, keep accomplishing, and keep on through my journey

I still remember the first day when I came to the school, I remember how the international teacher take me to my dorm, I

still remember the first day I received the books and all the books were in Chinese language because my program was

taught in Chinese language; at that time, I took it as a challenge and today right now you are reading my graduation

feelings, so “NEVER EVER GIVE UP "

Finally, we all know the last two years were really hard because of pandemic situation for all the international students

especially the ones who were inside the campus, I will never forget how we helped each other and how we created

happiness from the fears.

The last thing I want to say is that from the core of my heart I want to say thank you to all my Chinese classmates, friends

& teachers they all were so kind & nice to me, and I just wanna say thank you to all the BFU international college staff,

teachers, and students.

I come to the point where I must say goodbye to all of you but all of u will remain special in my heart forever.

See you, BFU!

Name:
AMEEN AHMED
ABDULLAH AWADH
LAQSAM（拉克）

Country: Yemen
School: school of engineering
Major: Electrical engineering & automation
Degree: Bachelor
Supervisor: Pro.zheng yili
Tel: 15510500727
Email: ameenlaqsam@gmail.com
WeChat: laqsam-a



I’m sending my warmest greetings to the leaders of BFU, staff, ISC, and China Scholarship Council for funding to

support my study, health, and life in China. Whenever I was confronted with difficult situations or questions, I was given a

lot of time, guidance, documents, bravery, motivation, and inspiration, all of which I will be eternally thankful to my

respectful supervisor, Professor Doctor Cheng Yang Xu, he is always being a reliable person to give me good advises,

especially whenever I run into troubling situations or questions. A lot of time, advice, documents, courage, motivation,

and inspiration are provided to me during a hard time and I will always be grateful for these. I wish to express to each and

every one of you my deepest and honest gratitude for the support you gave me to be able to study. I feel grateful that life

puts people like you in my path. Wonderful people who supported me unconditionally to move forward and fulfill my

dream of graduation. I started to feel realize my effort, my dedication, my persistence, my constancy and not being

defeated by any obstacle. I can confidently claim that after receiving my degree from BFU, I will be able to further

strengthen my creative, analytical, practical, and presentational abilities, allowing me to condense materials. Through an

outlet, I will expand my talents and investigate new topics by applying academic information in a practical situation. In

addition, I want to express my gratitude to my family and friends for their unwavering love, encouragement, support, and

attention, to my studies. China will always be my second home country. Stay blessed you all.

See you, BFU!

Name:

Parsa Mushtaq

（帕莎）

Country: Pakistan
School: School of forestry
Degree: Master
Major: Urban Forestry
Future plans: Ph. D.
Supervisor: Prof. Cheng YangXu



A thousand miles journey begins with a step, that step

has finally led to a successful, glorious and unforgettable

memorable experience embedded with passion, love,

service, ingenuity, unflinching support enjoyed to study

at BFU. This gladdened my heart and resonate with

appreciation to my teachers, International College,

colleagues, classmate and friends. See you all soaring

high like Eagle in future endeavor. It difficult to goodbye

but we will keep continue promoting BFU virtue as one

of her global ambassadors.

See you, BFU!

Name:
Omifolaji James
Kehinde（詹姆斯）

Country：Nigeria
School ： School of ecology and nature
conservation
Major：Nature Reserve Science
Degree：Ph.D.
Supervisor：Prof. Luan Xiaofeng
Tell：13020041650
E-mail：omifolajitk@yahoo.com
WeChat：Aqua4Life
WhatsApp: +2348032614217
Work after graduation: Resumption at duty post
in Nigeria.


